WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION SLATE

FICTION

DO NOT CROSS THE LINE
Drama | Detective Crime Series				
20 x 45’
A gripping female led drama series set entirely in a police station where four
officers and a coroner have only 24 hours to crack each case. The head of the
unit is a skilled policewoman with a secret life of drug abuse, bouts of agoraphobia and suicidal tendencies. She runs a tight knit, highly orchestrated team who
push boundaries of ethical practices when in a race against the clock to get their
suspects to confess. Based on the original French procedural drama series DOS
AU MUR (20 x 45’) produced for NRJ 12 and CHÉRIE 25 (France).

DOCUDRAMA
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
Docudrama						
3 x 60’ or 6 x 30’
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE takes audiences on an exciting, never-before-seen journey through the extraordinary lives of iconic Biblical figures such as Mary mother of Jesus, Sarah and Hagar, Rachel and Leah, Ruth and Naomi,Deborah the
Prophetess and Yael, and Mary Magdalene. Each episode highlights a monumental, and inspiring story of a different woman’s life who played a significant role
to help shape the culture and faith of millions of people. The series is historically
accurate, visually stunning and shot in the same locations where Biblical history
was made, in Israel, the Holy Land. Produced for YES TV in Canada.
HERO DOGS OF 9/11
Docudrama Special 					

1 x 45’

HERO DOGS OF 9/11 tells the remarkable true stories of 9/11 survivors and the
legacies of the working dogs and handlers that saved countless lives at Ground
Zero. The docudrama pays tribute to the over 300 dogs that were part of the rescue and recovery operation that features the miraculous, exclusive story of the
last remaining survivor who was found by dogs and pulled from the rubble 27
hours after the collapse of the World Trade Center towers. The special is airing
on Animal Planet (USA, Canada, Latin America), Sky Italia (Italy), AB (France) and
Multicanal (Spain).

FACTUAL
MANTRACKER - ALL NEW SEASON 7
Factual Entertainment | Adventure				
68 x 60’		
Airing in over 140 territories worldwide this adrenaline filled series is like no other. Each episode two people who are called “The Prey” take off into the outback
with a map, a compass and a head start. Our tracker is part veteran cowboy and
expert outdoorsman. He is on horseback, armed with a local guide and an arsenal of forensic skills. The Prey have only 36 hours to reach their destination without being caught by the MANTRACKER, who by the way, is not aware of what
that destination is. For him, this is no game; His reputation is on the line and he
will stop at nothing to catch his prey; THE CHASE IS ON! Languages available:
German, Russian, Hungarian, French and more.
TRUTH DUTY VALOUR
Factual Entertainment | Action | Military 		

52 x 60’		

TRUTH DUTY VALOUR is an intense and adrenaline driven series that charts the
exploits of young soldiers, sailors and airmen in the Canadian military as they
train for overseas deployment. Each episode examines the people of a unit that
are prepping for operations from peacekeeping to combat in Afghanistan. This
popular series was produced for four seasons on numerous networks throughout Canada. Languages available: English and French.

COURAGE IN RED
Factual Entertainment | Crime & Investigation		

13 x 30’		

A riveting crime/investigative series with exclusive access to one of the top ten
elite security forces in the world, the RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Police)
recognized for their professionalism and dedication in intelligence gathering,
policing and security. Tough issues are examined such as Clan Labs, shootings
at schools, VIP / Diplomat & Presidential protection, smuggling and more. We
follow top-notch security and training missions at major international, US and
Canadian events. Revealed are the stories of the men and women who are in
constant stress and danger in the world of policing and hazardous training.
WOMEN ON TOP
Factual Entertainment | Social Issue | Success		

26 x 30’

Every girl fantasizes about having the ultimate career. One mixed with a dash of
celebrity status, an incredible salary and the daily prospect of interesting and
different challenges, all blended to create a sizzling image of adventure and
achievement, the ride of a lifetime. But what’s the recipe for success? How do
you go from wanting it to getting it? And what, really, does it cost? We’ve tracked
down the best of the best - from fashion, film and all forms of media - to reveal
how they landed their killer careers and made their way to the top
HE SAID, SHE SAID
Factual | Food | Lifestyle			

		

91 x 30’		

Ken Kostick and Mary Jo Eustace are back in the kitchen for a wonderful whirlwind cooking extravaganza! The quick-witted and wacky pair work side-by-side,
concocting separate recipes based upon one common ingredient and demonstrating how to create a delicious compliment, while entertaining you with their
trademark banter. Each cooks up a different meal with the same “star ingredient”
dubbed the High 5, which uses just five simple ingredients. From time to time,
special guests drop in to spice up the kitchen and try to keep Ken and Mary on
their best behaviour. Produced for W Network Canada.
GOLD MEDAL PLATES
Factual | Food | Competition			

7 x 60’		

Who will become the next greatest chef? This culinary event visits many exciting
cities with top chefs who compete in harrowing challenges cooking for hundreds
of people in record-breaking time. Seasoned competitors like Mark McEwen (The
Heat, Food Network) and David Lee, along with rookie chefs, are put together to
create a delectable, emotionally charged series. Produced for Travel + Escape
Canada.

DOCUMENTARY
PAIN KILLERS : TRACKING THE PRESCRIPTION DRUG EPIDEMIC
Documentary | Current Affairs			
		
1 x 60’		
In one year, they’ve claimed the lives of more than 16,000 people in the United
States. They’ve stolen identities, broken families, and led to life changing addictions. And yet they’re likely sitting in your medicine cabinet this very moment.
Powerful painkillers known as opioids used to be reserved for treating the terminally ill and today, they’re at the center of a national health epidemic. This documentary will inform you about the dangers of abusing opioids and how to help
someone caught in the deadly grip of prescription drug addiction.
SEX MESSAGES
Documentary | Social Issue | Current Affairs		

1 x 60’		

Sex sells. This simple idea propels billions of dollars in advertising and media
content revenue every year and is a driving force in shaping youth culture today.
From New York to L.A, Toronto to Boston, teen and expert voices define the
astounding impact media sex messages have had on their lives and communities and why there is a new movement among youth to rebel against the sex
messages they have been sold.

YOUTH UNDER FIRE
Documentary | Social Issue | Current Affairs		
1 x 60’		
Columbine. Virginia Tech. Sandy Hook. They’re three names that will forever be
associated with the same devastating phenomenon: kids killing kids. Compared
to other developed countries, rates of youth violence in the United States are
staggeringly high.In fact, homicide remains the second-leading cause of death
for Americans between 15 and 24. This enlightening documentary seeks to explore the many ways in which violence has infiltrated American culture. Through
powerful stories of hope and perseverance, We learn that being a victim of violence does not necessarily lead to being a victim of circumstance.
INSIDE TEEN SUICIDE
Psychology | Society | Health		

			

1 x 60’		

Today’s youth have better education and are more connected than ever before
yet globally, youth suicide is increasing at an alarming rate. This hour-long documentary special features six riveting personal stories told through raw, gripping visuals, and looks at the root causes of teen suicide in our modern world.
Experts in youth culture and health grapple with the way technology and the
media has redefined relationships for young people that sheds much needed
light on a pressing epidemic. Suitable for primetime/family/teen viewing.
NOTORIOUS TO GLORIOUS
Society | Health | Transformational 		

		

1 x 60’		

If anyone was beyond rehabilitation, it was career criminal Michael Bull Roberts.
A violent, white supremacist, drug trafficking gang member, he was ruthless and
unrepentant in his brutality. Physically and sexually assaulted as a child, his
struggles with addiction, mental illness, homelessness, violence and crime were
the foundation on which his hugely successful gang activities were built. This
documentary looks at the beauty and challenge of rebuilding a broken life from
the ashes of hatred and violence and investigate what it takes to transition from
NOTORIOUS TO GLORIOUS.
SCIENCE & FAITH : A SEASON FOR REASON
Science | Culture | Society		
			
1 x 60’		
Can science and religion coexist? For years this question has divided people
into two camps: those who look for answers to the “what”, “how” and “when”
questions, and those who seek to understand the “why.” SCIENCE & FAITH features four scientists from different disciplines and backgrounds who all share
a strong sense of faith. They wrestle with questions about the conflict between
science and faith, how their beliefs intersect with their work, and how to view
their faith in light of their scientific knowledge.
BATTLING DARKNESS: SPIRITUAL WARFARE & MODERN-DAY EXORCISM
Psychology | Society | Culture 		
		
1 x 60’		
With Linda Blair’s disturbing performance in The Exorcist, Satan returned with
a vengeance and since then, films about demonic possession have fascinated
viewers worldwide. Was the visage of Satan that returned Biblical or distorted?
How have these images influenced society’s view of demonic and spiritual warfare? In this thought-provoking documentary, these questions are examined with
a rare level of objectivity and insight from psychologists, modern-day exorcists
and leading theologians.
THE SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT
Documentary | Science | Investigation 			

1 x 60’		

In THE SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT, viewers learn what it takes to be an astronaut. A
unique behind-the-scenes exposé, it reveals the training, skills and preparation
essential to commanding the International Space Station. Discover Earth through
the eyes of Colonel Chris Hadfield – a truly modern day explorer selected from
5,330 applicants to become the first Canadian to walk in space. A visually stunning film packed with rich and memorable images of NASA’s amazing scientific
advancements and the wonders of the universe beyond.

JOURNEY TO CHRISTMAS
Documentary Series | Exploration | Holiday			

4 x 60’		

Journey to Christmas is a four-part documentary following the journey of five
diverse people as they experience the Holy Land for the first time. Their common
goal is to discover if there is more to Christmas than what we typically experience in North America. Guided by a local scholar and other experts, viewers will
watch as the Christmas story unfolds through the eyes of each pilgrimage member in their search for new and revealing answers to questions about the deeper
meaning of Christmas.
TUNING IN
Metaphysical | Culture | Social 			

1 x 80’		

				

TUNING IN is a truly unique spiritual documentary and the result of 10 years
of inquiry into the phenomenon of spirit channeling. Channeling is a practice
dating back to antiquity wherein an individual, usually in a trance state, makes a
psychic connection with a spirit being. For the very first time, six of North America’s most prominent “channelers” are featured in the same film. Picked up by
GAIAM for TVOD/SVOD.

ANIMATION | FAMILY & KIDS
THE DEERSKINS - SEASON 3 IN DEVELOPMENT
Animation | Comedy | Ages 13+			

26 x 30’		

THE DEERSKINS is rated # 1 in Canada on APTN / 8pm Sat. time slot. Inspired
by a sprinkle of The Simpsons and a touch of Family Guy. Hilarity and absurdity collide when a highly educated and unorthodox native family is forced off
the reserve into a working class town. When they try to mix in with their multicultural neighbours in the city of CHEDDARVILLE things get really wacky.
THE DEERSKINS is a clever prime time animation series with unique story lines
that pokes fun at everyday issues in zany ways and also takes cultural stereotyping to an absurd level that no one can stop laughing at.
NOKSU
3D Animation | Preschool			

65 x 5’ or 13 x 25’		

Things just happen to NOKSU, whose name means “be yourself”. NOKSU’s natural curiosity and extroverted character propel him from one adventure to another. NOKSU is in the complicated business of growing up and learns all those life
skills which have to be mastered along a child’s path - al through humorous and
engaging story lines. Kelencontent handles rights in North and South America.
RED CAPS
Animation | Family | Adventure | Tweens 			

26 x 30’		

A delightful 2-D animation series for 6-11 year olds that features the ‘Red Caps’,
Santa’s special year-long team of dynamic helpers who are gifted with special
powers and help children all over the world to stand up for their rights & take
responsibility for our planet. Their motto is: “Make It Snappy!” Every Red Caps
mission succeeds when the child hero in each episode discovers his or her hidden talents. The series is perfect year round as well as for the holiday season.
Kelencontent handles rights in North and South America. TF1 handles the rest
of the world.
LOTZA
Animation | Live Action | Puppets | Preschool			

5 x 30’		

LOTZA was created to entertain and inspire young kids with fun, colorful videos,
images and animation. The LOTZA series has virtually no words, which makes it
ideal for localizing worldwide. LOTZA is filled with lots of things that preschoolers adore and love to see…LOTZA trains, LOTZA dogs, LOTZA boats and more!
LOTZA entertains kids with a vast compilation of captivating video, moving images & animation set to happy and uplifting musical themes.

FISHING & SPORTS
GUIDED with MARK MELNYK
Genre: Factual | Sport | Adventure				
10 x 30’
The job. The guests. The lifestyle. The fish. Join Mark Melnyk as he immerses himself in the often eclectic, competitive and dangerous world of
a professional fishing guide. It’s an insider’s look at what it takes to make
it as a professional guide as Mark showcases the locations, the fish and
the personalities of the fishing world to get you GUIDED. Season Two will
bring about an evolution in the show as Mark moves from learning to be
a guide to showcasing the fishing guides he meets.
REEL FISHY JOBS with MARK MELNYK
Genre: Factual | Sport | Informative			
10 x 30’
Ever wanted to know what it is like to work in a chum factory or learn
what a marine biologist really does? What about competing in a pro tournament or learn how your favorite lure is made? Mark Melnyk doesn’t
want to just find out about these jobs, he wants to experience it! Join
Mark in WFN’s Reel Fishy Jobs, a WFN original production that takes
viewers behind the scenes within the various fishing industries. Follow
Mark as he travels North America learning about what it truly means to
work in the fishing industry, no matter how fishy the job may be.
DESTINATION SPAIN
Genre: Factual | Sport | Travel | Adventure		
6 x 60’
Destination Spain follows seasoned guide and passionate fly fisher, Josh
Nugent, and worldwide fly fisher/jet setter, Richard French, as they embark on a true adventure to Spain in pursuit of trophy fish in the renowned
Pyrenees Mountains. Josh and Richard must face physical, mental, logistical and cultural challenges amidst a backdrop of scenic splendor in
order to succeed at each leg of their journey, with clear objectives outlined for each pit stop on their whirlwind tour.
SALTWATER ADVENTURES WITH BILL BOYCE
Factual | Sport | Travel | Adventure 		

13 x 30’

IGFA SALTWATER ADVENTURES, is fishing show hosted by industry veteran Bill Boyce as he takes viewers to some of the world’s premiere saltwater fishing locations including; the Bahamas, California, Fiji, the Florida Keys, Mexico, New York, Panama, St. Thomas and St.Lucia. Viewers
live vicariously through Boyce as he stays at the best resorts, visits the
local hot spots, and goes on the water for a memorable and potentially
world record setting fishing adventure.
BILL BOYCE’S BAJA
Genre: Factual | Sport | Travel | Adventure

13 x 30’

For nearly 35 years, Bill Boyce, renowned fisheries biologist, photographer and TV host, has traveled the hills, valleys, bays and towns of the
Mexican Baja Peninsula. Over time, the stark beauty of Baja has grabbed
Boyce’s imagination and never get go, fueling his quest to the know ‘The
Baja’ - from Tijuana to Cabo San Lucas and the wild Pacific coast to the
serene Sea of Cortez. Come along on a journey with Bill and his local
friends as BILL BOYCE”S BAJA takes you to his favorite famous and out
of the way sites.

HOOKIN’ UP with MARIKO IZUMI - 3 SEASONS
Genre: Factual | Sport | Travel | Adventure 		
10 x 30’
Combining a love for travel with a passion for fishing, Mariko Izumi takes
viewers across the globe to experience the best that both have to offer.
Duringher show, Mariko visits the world’s best fishing hot spots, while
learning about the local culture alongthe way. Whether it’s hooking a sailfish or exploring the local scene with a cast of colorful characters, travel
and fishin’ is Mariko’s mission. Hookin’ Up with Mariko Izumi is a combination of fishing, travel and fun, attracting a new generation of young
GETTING SCHOOL’D with JP DEROSE - 3 SEASONS
Genre: Factual | Sport | Consumer 			
13 x 30’
JP DeRose is an expert when it comes to fishing gear and how to apply
it to modern day technique. Reach the casual to avid angler with your
brand as they become captivated by the latest fishing rods, reels, lures
and accessories on the market. GETTING SCHOOL’D is the ultimate guide
to the latest fishing gear, including the best from ICAST. This year’s pros
include Kevin VanDam, Dave Mercer, Byron Velvick, Boyd Duckett, Mike
Iaconelli, Scott Martin, Brent Ehrler and many more.
BREAKING BOUNDARIES with JP DEROSE
Genre: Factual | Sport | Travel				
13 x 30’
Anglers, one of the greatest creatures of habit, generally confine themselves to fishing for one particular species, hesitant to try something new.
JP DEROSE BREAKING BOUNDARIES inspires anglers to transcend their
comfort zone and take that first step into crossing over. Utilizing the Family Tree of Fishing, a five-layer genealogical chart that reveals all of the
genres, species and techniques, host JP DeRose travels to top destinations in North America, exploring the vast opportunities that fishing truly
THE NEW FLY FISHER
Genre: Factual | Sport | Education				
208 x 30’
THE NEW FLY FISHER has been in production for over ten years and is
still going strong. The series premise is simple - it is all about education.
There are quite a few fishing shows on television; even some purely fly
fishing series. The problem is few, if any, really help you learn. That is
why the series was conceived. Hosted principally by Colin McKeown, Bill
Spicerm Phil Rowley and Tom Rosenbauer, the series is broadcast to millions of anglers every week on numerous networks across North America.
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